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Abstract—Network slicing (NS) has been identified as one of the most promising architectural technologies for future mobile network
systems to meet the extremely diversified service requirements of users. In radio access networks (RAN) slicing, service provisioning
for slice users becomes much more complicated than that in traditional mobile networks, as the constraints of both user physical
association with base station (BS) and logical association with NS should be considered. In other words, the user-BS-NS three layer
association relationship should be addressed in provisioning tailored service for diversified use cases with various quality of service
(QoS) requirements. Therefore, service provisioning in RAN slicing becomes an essential yet challenging issue for 5G and beyond
systems. In this paper, we propose a unified framework for service provisioning in RAN slicing with aim of maximizing resource
utilization while guaranteeing QoS of users. The framework consists of two steps. The first step is to identify a set of slice users whose
QoS can be satisfied simultaneously; while the second step performs joint slice association and bandwidth allocation with aim to
minimize bandwidth consumption. Numerical results show that in typical scenarios, our proposed service provisioning framework can
achieve significant performance gain in terms of the number of serving users and wireless bandwidth utilization compared with
traditional schemes.
Index Terms—Service Provisioning, Slice Association, Bandwidth Allocation, Radio Access Network Slicing.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
IT is foreseen that in future mobile communication sys-tems, networks will be abstracted into network slicing
(NS), which enables design, deployment, customization,
and optimization of isolated virtual sub-networks/slices on
a common physical network infrastructure [1], [2]. In order
to provide tailored service thus to meet specific quality
of service (QoS) requirements in different communication
scenarios (e.g., enhanced Mobile Broadband, massive Ma-
chine Type Communication, and Ultra Reliable Low Latency
Communication) [3], [4], the radio access networks (RANs)
should be also sliced for provisioning tailored services. This
new architecture is called as RAN slicing, and it can dramat-
ically improve the flexibility and efficiency of networks, and
thus enhance network capabilities in terms of connectivity,
latency, transmission rate, etc.
To take advantage of the aforementioned benefits of NS,
service provisioning scheme (including user access control,
slice association and resource allocation) is of paramount
importance to be investigated in RAN slicing. An appropri-
ate service provisioning scheme can improve both network
and user performance by flexibly allocating inter-/intra NS
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resources. Moreover, driven by the explosive growth of
wireless data traffic, improving resource utilization is crucial
for future communication systems [3]. Therefore, from both
user QoS and network resource utilization perspectives, it is
imperative to develop efficient service provisioning schemes
for RAN slicing.
In RAN slicing, the service provisioning mechanism is
fundamentally different from that in conventional mobile
networks due to the introduction of NS. First, from service
model aspect, NS-based networks provide guaranteed QoS
for all serving users [5] instead of the traditional best ef-
fort model [6]. Second, from network architecture aspect,
slices are logically virtualized and isolated over a shared
physical network. Hence, both physical and virtual resource
constraints need to be considered to create a function chain
for a specific service. Third, from user association aspect,
user equipment (UE) should be associated with an NS via
a specific base station (BS), thus forming a UE-BS-NS three-
layer association relationship. Not all BSs are able to provide
the specific slice/service due to either functionality missing
or limited resources. Hence, a joint optimization of NS and
BS selection for a UE with specific QoS requirements should
be addressed. Due to the aforementioned differences, apply-
ing traditional service provisioning schemes to RAN slicing
may lead to low resource utilization, poor QoS provisioning
and/or frequent NS re-configurations. Therefore, designing
new service provisioning schemes dedicated to RAN slicing
to optimize network performance becomes an essential yet
challenging issue.
Unfortunately, while most recent related work focuses
on resource management in NSs to accomplish optimal NS
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deployment [7]–[9], very little attention is paid to service
provisioning scheme for RAN slicing. The most relevant
work is on UE access control in NS-based networks. The
authors of [5] and [10] point out that UE access control is
a key issue in RAN slicing, but no further optimization is
studied in their work. The authors of [11] and [12] focus on
the optimization of user association without consideration
of resource allocation to users. Indeed, resource allocation
is a closely coupled issue with service provisioning in RAN
slicing, as it affects QoS of users as well as network resource
utilization.
In this paper, we propose a unified service provisioning
framework for RAN slicing with aim to maximize band-
width utilization while guaranteeing QoS of users. Due to
the limited resource, the QoS of all users may not be satisfied
simultaneously. Thus, we should first select admissible users
and then conduct slice association and resource allocation
for these admissible users. Accordingly, the proposed frame-
work performs the two functions by two steps. The fist step
is to identify a set of users whose QoS can be satisfied, and
the second step is to jointly performs slice association and
bandwidth allocation (SABA) for the admissible users iden-
tified in the first step. Specifically, we design two policies
in the first step for optimizing the QoS and the number
of admissible users respectively. In the second step, we
propose network-centric SABA policy trying to achieve the
global optimality of bandwidth consumption while the UE-
centric SABA policy to achieve a sub-optimal solution with
a low computational complexity. Numerical results show
that in typical scenarios, our proposed service provisioning
framework can significantly outperform traditional schemes
in terms of the number of admissible users and wireless
bandwidth consumption.
In the rest of the paper, we begin with an overview of
related work in Section 2. We present system model and
service provisioning problem formulation in Sections 3 and
4 respectively. In Section 5, two algorithms are proposed
to identify the admissibility of users, and then the SABA
problem for the admissible users is solved in Section 6. We
present numerical results in Section 7 and finally conclude
this paper in Section 8.
2 RELATED WORK
We present related work on service provisioning for tradi-
tional heterogeneous cellular networks (HetNets) and RAN
slicing separately.
2.1 Service Provisioning for Traditional HetNets
In HetNets, where macro base stations (MBSs) are overlaid
with lower transmit power small base stations (SBSs), ser-
vice provisioning becomes challenging due to the significant
difference of transmit power between MBS and SBS. In re-
cent years, many user association and bandwidth allocation
policies have been proposed to optimize the instantaneous
or long-term network performance in terms of load balance
among BSs, system throughput, and fairness among users.
Existing user service provisioning policies are usually fo-
cused on instantaneous network performance by leveraging
game theory [13], [14] and convex optimization [15], [16].
The authors of [13] propose an auction-based algorithm to
achieve load balance between MBS and SBSs. In [14], the
authors formulate the user association problem as a non-
cooperative game, and then propose a distributed algorithm
to solve the problem. They analyze the convergence and
Pareto-efficiency of this algorithm. In work [15] and [16],
the authors formulate the joint user association and wireless
resource allocation problem as a mixed linear programming,
and propose a distributed algorithm to achieve load balance
[15] and minimization of the global outage probability [16]
respectively.
Some researchers propose service provisioning policies
with aim to optimize the long-term network performance by
using some stochastic optimization tools such as machine
learning [17], Markov decision process (MDP) [18] and
multi-armed bandit (MAB) [19]. In [17], the authors propose
a BS selection policy for users when handoff occurs by
using reinforcement learning algorithm to reduce redundant
handoffs. The authors of [18] leverage MDP model to design
a hybrid user association policy where users are assisted
in their decisions by broadcasting load information. The
authors of [19] formulate the user association problem as
a MAB model by considering user behaviors, and derive a
user association policy to maximize the long-term system
throughput.
2.2 Service Provisioning for RAN Slicing
Recently, most work on service provisioning for RAN slicing
focuses on NS function virtualization and softwarizaion
[7]–[9], where the optimization of resource configuration
between multiple NSs as well as some NS deployment
problems are investigated. Work [7] studies RAN resource
splitting among multiple slices in a multi-cell network.
Four different slice spitting approaches are presented and
compared from various perspectives. Work [8] explores
radio and core network resource allocation respectively for
network slicing by using deep reinforcement learning. The
authors in [9] provide a guidance to the optimization of
resource configuration between multiple NSs. The authors
first review the state-of-the-art research work on resource
allocation, and then investigate the relationship between
public and private wireless resources.
Meanwhile, some research works investigate the wire-
less resource allocation among different RAN slices from
network perspective. Specifically, the authors in work [20]
propose a framework of wireless spectrum sharing named
CellSlice to achieve network slicing for both downlink and
uplink. Work [21] studies the wireless resource scheduling
for RAN slicing by using stochastic learning. The authors
in work [22] propose a dynamic radio resource slicing
framework for a two-tier heterogeneous wireless network
with aim to facilitate spectrum sharing among BSs and
guarantee QoS requirement for different service types. The
authors of [23] exploit deep learning in conjunction with
reinforcement learning to optimize the resource for multiple
slices at different time-scale. The authors in [24] present a
network slicing framework for both RAN and core networks
to dynamically allocate network resources based on SDN
controller.
Thus far, there are only a few recent investigations on
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Fig. 1. Network slice-based network architecture.
duces the concept of end-to-end network slicing where UEs
are considered as components of an NS. The authors of
[5] and [10] point out that UE access control is one of the
key issues in NS-based RAN, but no further optimization is
studied in their work. The authors of work [25] elaborate
the process of user association in RAN slicing, where it
should be split into two steps: (i) the discovery of slices via
physical BSs; (ii) the mapping of UEs to slices. The authors
clearly explain the user association process, although there
is no further optimization on the association mechanism.
Work [11] and [12] focus on the optimization of user-slice
association mechanism, and do not investigate resource
allocation in RAN slicing.
3 SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we present the NS-based mobile network
architecture, RAN slicing model, and the UE QoS model,
respectively.
3.1 NS-based Network Architecture Model
We consider an NS-based mobile network shown in Fig.1,
which consists of the core and radio access networks. Some
network function (NF) modules and access function (AF)
modules are deployed to form an end-to-end network slice
for provisioning specific service. NFs and AFs are related to
some specific logic functions, such as connection manage-
ment, mobility management, security, etc., in core network
and RAN respectively. The detailed descriptions of the
network architecture can be found in [5]. Here we focus on
the resource management aspect of the system.
From Fig.1, we see that slices share resources in both
core and radio access networks. We use the green lines to
denote the backhaul links between access network and core
network. There are totally 5 backhaul links in Fig. 1, and the
backhaul link of BS 2 should be shared by NS 1 and 2. In the
core network, the slices using the same link should share
link bandwidth resources, computing resources and NFs. In
RAN, the slices covering the same BS (we use BS to denote
all kinds of access point through out this paper) will share
wireless resources as well as AFs. The slice information is
broadcast by the BSs, and not all NSs will be accessible via
every BS [5]. In the example of Fig.1, BS 2 broadcasts the
information of NS 1 and NS 2, thus UEs associated with BS
2 can access to the both NSs; while UEs associated with BS 1
can access to only NS 1 due to that only AF 1 is deployed on
BS 1. Note that there are mainly two differences of the UE-
BS-NS model when compared with the traditional UE-BS
relation. First, service type should be considered in priority
for making user association in UE-BS-NS scenario. Each slice
provides different QoS for the serving users, thus we should
choose the slice that can satisfy the QoS requirements of the
user. Second, the coverage of both BS and NS should be
taken into account since not all NSs will be accessible via
every BS.
3.2 RAN Slicing Model
Focusing on RAN slicing, we consider a multi-slice and
multi-BS model shown in Fig.2, where the BSs used by
multiple slices are deployed in the area. Each BS can support
multiple NSs with different provisioned QoS, and each
NS may also be covered by multiple BSs (i.e. each slice
information is broadcast by several BSs). Multiple UEs
are randomly distributed in this area with different QoS
requirements. They can access to a specific NS via a BS
in the coverage of the NS, and thus forming a three-layer
association relationship. Let B, S and U denote the set of
BSs, NSs and UEs, respectively. For a specific BS, say BS k,
we use Sk to denote the set of NSs supported by BS k.
We identify a specific NS, say NS j, by transmission
rate, delay, and the resource allocation in core and access
networks. Specifically, besides the slice ID, four elements
(Rj , Dj ,⇤j , ~Bj) are used to identify the j-th slice, where
Rj and Dj respectively denotes the minimum transmission
rate and the maximum delay that NS j can provide to its
serving UEs, ⇤j denotes the bandwidth allocated to NS j in
the core network, and ~Bj is a vector denoting the wireless
bandwidth allocation of NS j from all BSs. Let b(k)j be the





















Fig. 2. Multi-slice and multi-BS RAN slicing.
allocated by BS k. b(k)j = 0 when BS k is not in the coverage
of NS j.
3.3 UE QoS Model
For a specific UE, say UE n with qn volume data to transmit,
the QoS can be described by two metrics: transmission rate
r̄n and tolerant delay d̄n [26]. Thus, NS j is admissible for
UE n only if Rj   r̄n and Dj  d̄n. We now discuss the
two QoS metrics respectively. Let rj,kn be the transmission
rate of UE n served by NS j via BS k. For simplicity, we
use Shannon theory to define the transmission rate, i.e.
rj,kn = w
j,k
n log2(1 + SINR
k
n), where wj,kn is the wireless
bandwidth that BS k allocates to the UE n served by NS
j, and SINRkn is the signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio
(SINR) between UE n and BS k. In our work, we assume
that the BSs in HetNet share the same spectrum and thus the
co-channel interference is considered. Similar to that in [19]
we assume that the channel is flat and the transmit power
of BS is allocated uniformly to each sub-channel. Hence the






, k 2 B, (1)
where PTn denotes the transmit power of BS n; gkn is the
channel gain between UE n and BS k; and  2 is the noise
level.
We use dj,kn = qn/rj,kn to denote the delay in RAN of UE
n served by NS j via BS k. Thus, combined with the delay
in core network, the end-to-end delay can be approximately
calculated as dj,kn + Dj . Note that more sophisticated and
accurate transmission rate and delay models can be used
here. However, they do not affect the following derivations.
This is because that the models in this work may affect
the absolute value of bandwidth consumption, but do not
invalidate the relative performance enhancement of our
proposed policies. We will also conduct some experiments
to verify this point in the simulation part.
Traditional mobile networks usually provide the best
effort service model to users. In this model, the network
allocates resources among all of the active UEs and attempts
to serve all of them without making any explicit commit-
ment on rate or any other service quality [6]. In comparison,
NS-based networks need to guarantee the different and
heterogeneous QoS of UEs without interference among one
another [10]. Hence, the best effort service model cannot be
applicable directly to RAN slicing since it cannot guarantee
individual user’s QoS. Next, we will formulate the service
provisioning problem in RAN slicing to meet individual UE
requirements.
4 PROBLEM OF SERVICE PROVISIONING AND SO-
LUTION FRAMEWORK
We first formulate the service provisioning problem for
UEs with aim to minimize wireless bandwidth consumption
while guaranteeing the QoS of UEs. Then we propose a uni-
fied service provisioning framework to solve the formulated
problem.
4.1 Problem Formulation
The optimization problem in this work can be stated as:
minimizing the wireless bandwidth consumption subject to
QoS requirements, NS and BS resource constraints. We first
define a binary variable xj,kn 2 {0, 1}, 8(n, j, k) 2 U⇥S⇥B,
where xj,kn = 1 indicates that UE n is served by NS j via BS


















































xj,kn = 1, 8n 2 U (2-6)
xj,kn 2 {0, 1}, 8(n, j, k) 2 U ⇥ S ⇥ B (2-7)
where xj,kn and wj,kn are the optimization variables. Con-
straint (2-1) refers to the wired link resource constraint to
guarantee that the total transmission rate offered by an
NS does not exceed the link capacity in the core network.
Constraint (2-2) states the wireless bandwidth constraint,
ensuring that the total bandwidth allocated to UEs by NS
j via BS k does not exceed the maximum value b(k)j . Con-
straints (2-3) (2-5) guarantee the QoS (rate and delay) of
UEs can be satisfied by its’ serving BS and NS. Constraints
(2-6) and (2-7) ensure that each UE can only access one
NS via one BS at a time. Note that constraint (2-2) also
ensures that UEs cannot access an NS via the BSs that cannot
provide such a service. This is because that when the BS that
cannot provide the required service type, we have b(k)j = 0
. In this case, the only way to satisfy constraint (2-2) when
xj,kn 6= 0 is to set wj,kn = 0 and xj,kn = 1. However, the
setting of wj,kn = 0 and xj,kn = 1 means that the achievable
rate rj,kn = wj,kn log2(1 + SINR
k
n) equals to 0. Therefore,
the constraint (2-3) in this case cannot be satisfied. Hence, 




should not be a feasible solution, and
xj,kn = 0 always holds for the BSs that cannot provide such
a service.
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4.2 Service Provisioning Framework in RAN Slicing
Since the formulated service provisioning problem P1 re-
quires to guarantee the QoS of all the UEs with limited
resources, there may be no feasible solution in the case
of dense UE distribution and/or high QoS requirements.
Therefore, some UEs cannot be served in the network
with certain amount of resources. To solve the problem
we propose a service provisioning framework with two
steps as shown in Fig.3, where the first step guarantees the
admissibility of UEs to RAN slicing by selecting suitable
serving UEs whose QoS can be satisfied simultaneously for
the network, and the second step is to solve a feasible prob-
lem P1 to determine the slice association and bandwidth
allocation for these serving UEs.
In detail, to select admissible UEs to be served, we first
propose two policies of determining UE admissibility (UA)
to RAN slicing, namely QoS-based UA and Num-based
UA, to optimize the QoS and the number of serving users
respectively while guaranteeing the QoS of the selected UEs.
Next, we solve P1 to determine the slice association and
bandwidth allocation (SABA) for the serving UEs selected
in the first step. Net-SABA policy for global optimality of
bandwidth consumption and UE-SABA policy with low
computational complexity are proposed respectively in this
step. In the subsequent sections, we will elaborate our
proposed service provisioning framework.
Net-SABA UE-SABA
Admissibility of UEs to RAN 
Slicing  (In Section V)
QoS-based UA Num-based UA
The set of admissible users
Step 2




Slice association and bandwidth 
allocation solution
Fig. 3. Framework of service provisioning in RAN slicing.
5 ADMISSIBILITY OF UES TO RAN SLICING
We first determine UE admissibility to RAN slicing to iden-
tify the users whose QoS can be satisfied simultaneously.
The main idea is that if we cannot meet all UEs’ QoS with
limited resource, we will reject some of the UEs to give
more resources to others, thus to guarantee the QoS of
these admissible UEs as well as to avoid significant overall
network performance degradation. For convenience, we call
the UEs whose QoS can be guaranteed as admissible UEs
throughout this paper. Before studying this problem, we
first give the following assumption and definition.
Assumption 1. Network slice allocates the minimal required wire-
less bandwidth to UEs to satisfy the UEs’ QoS requirements.
According to Assumption 1, the original constraints (2-
3) (2-5) regarding UEs QoS become equality constraints,
and the admissible UEs obtained under Assumption 1 are
still admissible for the original problem. Moreover, as we
use this assumption, the allocated bandwidth wj,kn is not the
optimization variable in this section, and we will optimize
wj,kn in the next section by solving P1 for those admissible
UEs.
Definition 1. Subset A is an admissible UE set (AUS) if problem
P1 is feasible when U is replaced by A.
Definition 1 describes the admissibility of a UE subset.
Hence, for a specific AUS, the network can simultaneously
guarantee the QoS of all the UEs in this AUS. However, it
is not a sufficient condition to achieve good overall network
performance. For example, it is meaningless to choose an
AUS which contains only one UE. Therefore, we need to
design an approach to select admissible UEs as well as
achieve good overall network performance. We will thus
develop two policies of determining UE admissibility under
Assumption 1, namely QoS-based UA and Num-based UA,
to optimize the QoS and the number of admissible UEs
respectively.
5.1 QoS-based UA Policy
We first consider UE admissibility from QoS perspective.
As not all UEs could be admissible, there is a gap between
the achieved QoS and the required QoS of UEs (we use QoS
degradation to represent this gap). Our main idea is to select
the UEs whose QoS can be satisfied simultaneously while
minimizing the overall QoS degradation. To this end, we
formulate a new optimization problem based on P1, and
then design QoS-based UA Policy according to the solution
to the new problem. Let us illustrate the process in detail.
First, we introduce two elastic variables řn and ďn for UE
n to describe the rate and delay degradation respectively.
We restrict that 0  řn  r̄n and 0  ďn  D̄, where
D̄ is a very large parameter. Therefore, the rate and delay
requirement of UE n can be referred to as r̄n   řn and
d̄n + ďn respectively. UE n is admissible when řn = 0 and
ďn = 0, i.e., the QoS can be satisfied. Then we give the
following definition to describe a subset of UEs whose QoS
can be simultaneously satisfied while the QoS degradation
of others is the minimum.
Definition 2. Subset A is a QoS-admissible UE set (QoS-











Here we use the normalized degradation of transmission
rate (i.e., řn/r̄n) and delay (ďn/d̄n). This definition describes
both the feasibility and the QoS performance of a UE subset.
In the following, we design QoS-based UA policy to find
such UE set QoS-AUS in definition 2. By introducing elastic




















































xj,kn = 1, 8n 2 U (3-6)
xj,kn 2 {0, 1}, 8(n, j, k) 2 U ⇥ S ⇥ B (3-7)
0  řn  r̄n, 8n 2 U (3-8)
0  ďn  D̄, 8n 2 U (3-9)
In P2, the objective is to minimize the normalized QoS
degradation of all UEs. Compared with the constraints in
P1, the only difference is using equalities in constraints (3-
3) (3-5) to replace the inequalities in (2-3) (2-5) by intro-
ducing elastic variables. In P2, the optimization variables
are binary indicators xj,kn as well as the continuous elastic
variables řn and ďn. Hence, P2 is a mixed integer liner
programming (MILP). As we introduce the elastic variables
into the MILP, the QoS of UEs can vary with the elastic
variables, and thus problem P2 is always feasible. In the
following, we solve P2 by using Lagrange decomposition
theory [27].
We first introduce constraints (3-3) (3-5) into the opti-
mization objective by associating Lagrange multipliers  n,
vn and µn. Let  ,v,µ, ř, ď and x be the corresponding
vectors of  n, vn, µn, řn, ďn and xj,kn , respectively. For P2, we
give Lagrange dual problem P3 with respect to constraints
(3-3) (3-5):
P3 : g( ,v,µ) , inf
ř,ď,x
L( ,v,µ, ř, ď,x)
s.t. Constraints (3  1), (3  2), (3  6)  (3  9),
(4)























































































































Here, strong duality holds. Therefore, we first solve P3
with the fixed Lagrange multipliers  , v and µ, and then
maximize g( ,v,µ) to find the optimal solution to P2.
Due to the independence of ř, ď and x,
L( ,v,µ, ř, ď,x) can be decoupled into two sub-
functions L1( ,v,µ, ř, ď) and L2( ,v,µ,x), i.e.
L( ,v,µ, ř, ď,x) = L1( ,v,µ, ř, ď) + L2( ,v,µ,x),
where










































































Hence, P3 is now decomposed into two sub-problems:
P3(1) :g1( ,v,µ) , inf
ř,ď
L1( ,v,µ, ř, ď)
s.t. Constraints (3  1), (3  2), (3  6)  (3  9),
(9)
and
P3(2) :g2( ,v,µ) , inf
x
L2( ,v,µ,x)
s.t. Constraints (3  1), (3  2), (3  6)  (3  9).
(10)
When  ,v,µ are fixed, we solve P3(1) and P3(2)
respectively. The detailed solution to P3(1) and P3(2) can
be found in Appendix A and Appendix B respectively.
By updating  ,v,µ, we can obtain the optimal solution
to P2 denoted by {ř⇤, ď⇤,x⇤}. To improve the clarity, we
streamline the whole solution process of P2 in Appendix C.
Then we design QoS-based UA Policy according to the
solution to P2 to find the UE set QoS-AUS in Definition 2.
Let ř⇤n and ď⇤n be the optimal solution of UE n. If ř⇤n = 0
and ď⇤n = 0, it means that there is no QoS degradation of
UE n. In other words, the network can provide satisfied
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service for this UE, and thus the UE is admissible. Based
on this observation, we design QoS-based UA Policy, where
the UEs with ř⇤n = 0 and ď⇤n = 0 can be accepted by the
network, and others are rejected due to limited resources.
Hence, the admissible set of UEs can be expressed by
AQ A = {n : ř⇤n = 0, ď⇤n = 0, n 2 U}.
Theorem 1. Subset AQ A is a QoS-AUS.
Proof: To prove Theorem 1, we should prove the












) of AQ A respectively.
(1) feasibility: Let xj
⇤k⇤
n be the optimal solution x⇤ of
UE n to P2. We denote y as an |AQ A|-dimensional vector
with elements yn, where yn = xj
⇤,k⇤
n for n 2 AQ A. As x⇤
is the optimal solution to P2, it is also a feasible solution.
Moreover, 8n 2 AQ A, we have ř⇤n = 0, ď⇤n = 0. Hence, it
is easy to verify that y can satisfy all constraints in P1 when
we use AQ A to replace U . In other words, AQ A is an
AUS.
(2) QoS performance: According to Definition 2,








is no greater than that of any other
AUS H. Let us start from set AQ A. According to the defi-
























other AUS H, let řH, ďH and xH be the optimal solution of












. As H is an AUS, we have řHn =




































































Therefore, according to the above proof of feasibility and
QoS degradation performance, we can conclude that subset
AQ A is a QoS-AUS.
According to Theorem 1, QoS-based UA Policy guar-
antees both the feasibility to P1 and the QoS degradation
performance. Moreover, this policy also guides network op-
erators to re-allocate bandwidth in the NS re-configuration
phase thus to satisfy QoS of all the UEs in set U with the
minimum bandwidth consumption. However, network slice
reconfiguration is beyond the scope of this work.
QoS-based UA Policy is focused on network QoS while
the performance in term of the number of admissible UEs
cannot be guaranteed. In the next subsection, we will design
another policy, Num-based UA policy, of determining UE
admissibility to maximize the number of admissible UEs.
5.2 Num-based UA Policy
In the proposed QoS-based UA policy, we find that some
UEs with only unsatisfied rate or delay requirement (i.e.
ř⇤n > 0, ď
⇤
n = 0 or ď⇤n > 0, ř⇤n = 0) should be rejected. This
means that some unviolated constraints are deleted in P1,
implying that the network may have some spare resources
to admit more UEs. Hence, from the number of admissible
UEs viewpoint, the performance of QoS-based UA policy
may not be good. Moreover, the number of admissible UEs
is also one of the key performance measures of service
provisioning for slices. Therefore, we propose Num-based
UA policy to further optimize the number of admissible
UEs.
By analyzing the optimal solution to P2, we find that
the smaller ř⇤n or ď⇤n is, the more likely the rate or delay
of UE n can be satisfied. Based on this observation, we
develop Num-based UA policy to maximize the number of
admissible UE, and we denote by AN A the obtained UE
subset. The basic idea of this policy is trying to add the UEs
with small value of ř⇤n and ď⇤n into set AN A.
First of all, the UEs with ř⇤n = 0 and ď⇤n = 0 are definitely
admissible to the network. Hence, AQ A ✓ AN A. We then
try to find more admissible UEs from set U\AQ A, and add
these UEs into AN A. The details of Num-based UA policy
are summarized as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 : Algorithm of Num-based UA policy.
Input: problem P2 formulated in (2).
Output: set of admissible UEs AN A.
Initialization Stage:
1: AN A = ;, Atemp = ;
2: obtain the optimal solution ř⇤, ď⇤ and x⇤ by solving P2
3: add all UEs with ř⇤n = 0 and ď⇤n = 0 into AN A
Search Stage:









5: Atemp = {AN A [ UE i}
6: obtain the optimal solution ř⇤, ď⇤ and x⇤ by solving P2













8: AN A = Atemp





In the initialization stage, we add the definitely admis-
sible UEs (i.e. the UEs with ř⇤n = 0 and ď⇤n = 0). Then
in the search stage, we check the feasibility of other UEs










more likely the UE is admissible. Hence, we check the UEs









first. To reduce the
computational complexity, once a UE is infeasible for the
network, we terminate the check, and then obtain the set
AN A. Therefore, this policy needs to solve P2 at most |U|
times in the worst case.
6 SLICE ASSOCIATION AND BANDWIDTH ALLOCA-
TION (SABA) SCHEME
After determining UE admissibility, we obtain two admissi-
ble UE subsets, AQ A and AN A, in which the UEs’ QoS
can be satisfied. We now focus on slice association and
bandwidth allocation (SABA) for these admissible UEs by
solving problem P1. Note that P1 is feasible with respect to

















































fd+1(J1 +  , J2) +D  1(j)
b̃j,kn f
 (n) 1











  0, 8n 2 U , and (J1, J2) of order d,
(14)
6.1 Network-Centric SABA Policy Net-SABA
We first develop the network-centric SABA policy Net-
SABA with aim to reach the global optimality of bandwidth
consumption. For convenience, we use yj,kn = wj,kn /b
(k)
j
to replace wj,kn , and thus yj,kn 2 [0, 1]. In addition, we
define a mapping function  (n, j, k) to determine a unique
integer between 1 and |x| when n, j, k are given, where
|x| is the number of the elements of all xj,kn . Then, we
transform variables xj,kn and yj,kn into x̃ (n,j,k) and ỹ (n,j,k)





  1(k) be the inverse function of n, j and k, respectively. In
this way, for a given integer between 1 and |x|, we use   1(n),
  1(j) and  
 1
(k) to find the value of n, j and k, respectively.
Let ex and ey be the set of x̃ (n,j,k) and ỹ (n,j,k) respectively.
In the following, we solve P1 with respect to ex and ey.
Note that it is hard to directly find the optimal solution
to P1 due to the binarity of ex. To tackle this problem, we
first relax the feasible region of ex and ey to a convex set, and
then solve P1 subject to the relaxed convex feasible region.
Let Z be the original feasible region of P1, and thus Z =
{(ex, ey) : subject to constraints (2 1)  (2 7)}. The convex
hull of a set Z , denoted by conv(Z) is the smallest convex
set that contains Z [27]. Using the similar idea of [28], we
give conv(Z) in the following.
Define the polynomial factors of degree d as
Fd(J1, J2) = [⇧i2J1 x̃i][⇧j2J2(1  x̃j)], where J1, J2 ✓
{1, 2, , . . . , |x|} ⌘ J , J1 \ J2 = ; and |J1 [ J2| = d. To
linearize the cross-product terms of ex and ey, we define
uJ = ⇧i2J x̃i and vJ,m = ỹm⇧i2J x̃i for m = 1, · · ·, |x|,
where u; = 1 and v;,m = ỹm, for m = 1, · · ·, |x|. We
denote by fd(J1, J2) and fmd (J1, J2) the linearized forms
of polynomial expressions Fd(J1, J2) and ỹmFd(J1, J2) re-
spectively. For convenience, let b̃j,kn ⌘ b
(k)
j log2(1 + SINR
k
n),
and   ⌘  (n, j, k).
For constraints (2-1) (2-3), and (2-5), we use constraints
(11) (14) to relax them, and for constraints (2-4), (2-6), x̃  2










x̃    1   0, 8n 2 U (16)
fD1(J1, J2)   0, for (J1, J2) of order D1 = min{d, |x|}
(17)
fD2(J1, J2)   fmD2(J1, J2)   0, for m = 1, · · · , |x|,
and (J1, J2) of order D2 = min{d+ 1, |x|}
(18)
By using these relaxed constraints, we obtain a convex
relaxation Zd of the original feasible region, where d is
the degree of the relaxation, and Zd = {(ex, ey,u,v) :
subject to constraints (9) (16)}. Then focusing on variables
ex and ey the d-degree convex relaxation of Z can be ex-
pressed as ZPd = {(ex, ey) : subject to (ex, ey,u,v) 2 Zd}. In
fact, for all degrees 0  d  |x|, ZPd is a convex relaxation
of the feasible region Z . The larger the degree d is, the
tighter the relaxation ZPd is, and the higher computational
complexity is incurred [28].
Theorem 2. ZP |x| is the convex hull of P1, i.e., ZP |x| =
conv(Z).
Proof: By using Theorem 3.5, Extension 1 and Exten-
sion 2 in [28], we can easily obtain Theorem 2.
After the relaxation, the feasible region of P1 becomes
a convex set with linear constraints. Hence, P1 becomes
a linear programming which can be solved easily. Based
on the solution to the relaxed P1, we design Net-SABA
policy. In Net-SABA policy, we associate UEs with NSs and
BSs according to ex⇤, and allocate bandwidth according to
ey⇤, where {ex⇤, ey⇤} is the optimal solution to the relaxed
problem.
In Net-SABA policy, the major computational complexity
lies in the part of solving the relaxed P1 problem, which is a
linear programming with O(n4) computational complexity
in the worst case [29], where n is the number of variables.
For the d-degree relaxed problem, the number of variables
can be approximately deemed as |x|d. Hence, the compu-
tational complexity of Net-SABA policy is O(|x|4d) when
d-degree relaxation is used.
Net-SABA policy requires global network information
(the association and bandwidth allocation of all UEs) and
high computational complexity. Thus, Net-SABA is not suit-
able for delay sensitive users. In the following, we will
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design an efficient UE-centric SABA policy to reduce indi-
vidual UE bandwidth consumption with low computational
complexity.
6.2 UE-Centric SABA Policy UE-SABA
UE-SABA policy consists of two steps, obtaining initial
solution and searching better solution. In the first step, let
(x(0),w(0)) be the optimal solution obtained by Num-based
UA policy. Hence, it is also the feasible solution to P1. We
use (x(0),w(0)) as the initial solution.
Then in the second step, we try to find a better so-
lution for each UE with the fixed associations of other
UEs. Specifically, let x(s) and w(s) respectively be the slice
association and the corresponding bandwidth allocation
after s searching steps. In the (s + 1)-th searching step,
for a specific UE n 2 AN A, we first fix the associations
and bandwidth allocations of others, i.e. x(s+1) = x(s)
and w(s+1) = w(s) except for the n-th element. Then we
optimize the n-th element xj,kn (s + 1) and wj,kn (s + 1). We
find the set Hn = {(xj,kn , wj,kn ) : subject to constraints (2 
3)   (2   5), and wj,kn  wj,kn (s)   ✏}, where wj,kn (s) is
the bandwidth allocation of UE n at the s-th step, and ✏
is an arbitrary positive parameter. If Hn = ;, we obtain
xj,kn (s + 1) = x
j,k
n (s) and wj,kn (s + 1) = wj,kn (s). If Hn 6= ;,
we find the pair
 




in Hn that satis-
fies: 1) P1 is feasible respect to x(s+1) and w(s+1), and 2)
wj,kn (s + 1) is the smallest one among all the pairs which
satisfy condition 1). If all the pairs in Hn are infeasible for
P1, we have xj,kn (s+1) = xj,kn (s) and wj,kn (s+1) = wj,kn (s).
In this way, we obtain xj,kn (s+ 1) and wj,kn (s+ 1), and thus
x(s+1) and w(s+1). Therefore, the (s + 1)-th searching step
is finished. The searching termination criteria is set as that
the association and bandwidth allocation of all the UEs are
unchanged.
Theorem 3. UE-SABA policy converges in finite searching steps.
Proof: Denote by f (s) the objective value of P1 after
s searching steps, and f (s) is bounded. Assuming that
Theorem 3 is false, then there exist x(s+1) and w(s+1) that
f (s+1)  f (s)   ✏, 8s 2 Z+. Hence, after M searching steps,
we have f (s+M)  f (s+M 1)   ✏  · · ·  f (s)   M✏. As
f (s) is bounded, f (s)   M✏ can be less than f⇤ when M
is large enough, where f⇤ is the optimal objective value of
P1. Hence, we have f (s+M) < f⇤, which is a contradiction.
Therefore, the assumption is not true, and Theorem 3 holds.
Besides convergence property, let us analyze the band-
width consumption performance of UE-SABA policy. Pareto
optimality (or Pareto efficiency) is a concept to measure the
performance of a resource allocation policy, which is stated
as: a policy is Pareto optimal if it is impossible to make
some individuals better off without making some other
individuals worse off [30]. In the following, we prove that
the proposed UE-SABA achieves ✏-Pareto optimality which
is weaker than Pareto optimality. The definition of ✏-Pareto
optimality is given as follows.
Definition 3. A bandwidth allocation w is ✏-Pareto optimal if for
any feasible allocation w0 we have if 9 n0 2 U that w0n0 <
wn0   ✏, then 9 n1 2 U and n1 6= n0 that w0n1 > wn1 .
Theorem 4. UE-SABA policy converges to an ✏-Pareto optimal
solution.
Proof: Let (x⇤,w⇤) denote a converged solution ob-
tained by UE-SABA policy. Assuming that w⇤ is not an ✏-
Pareto optimal solution, then there exists a feasible band-
width allocation solution w0 that 9 n0 2 U that w0n0 <
w⇤n0   ✏, and 8n 2 U , n 6= n0 that w
0
n  w⇤n. Hence, for
the solution w⇤, the searching termination of UE n0 is not
satisfied. However, as w⇤ is a converged solution obtained
from UE-SABA policy, the searching termination of all UEs
should be satisfied, which is a contradiction. Therefore, w⇤
is an ✏-Pareto optimal solution.
Compared with Net-SABA policy, we can see that UE-
SABA does not require global network information at
searching steps. Moreover, the computational complexity
of UE-SABA is much lower than that of Net-SABA. UE-
SABA policy only needs to find the smallest value of wj,kn (s)
at each searching step rather than solving an optimization
problem. However, UE-SABA policy cannot guarantee the
global optimality of total network bandwidth consumption.
Nevertheless, UE-SABA provides an effective solution to
the service provisioning problem especially for the delay
sensitive users.
6.3 Mobility Management
In the section, we first illustrate the impact of user mobility
on slice association and bandwidth allocation, and then
propose a mobility management scheme. The signalling
overhead could be extremely high if we frequently perform
our proposed slice association and bandwidth allocation
framework. This is because that the proposed framework is
centralized and it requires the central controller to collect the
information (including SINR, QoS requirement, available
bandwidth) of all users and NSs. Also, the framework
makes handoff decisions and bandwidth re-allocation for
all users simultaneously, which is not directly applicable
to mobile users. To address this issue, we develop the
following mobility management scheme.
Similar to that in work [31], we give the handoff trigger
condition for UE n as
8t0 2 [t  ⌧n, t], rn(t0) <  minn , (19)
where rn(t0) is the achievable transmission rate of UE n at
time t0. This condition states that UE n cannot achieve the
minimum rate requirement  minn in the last ⌧n time. Note
that the handoff trigger condition is different for the UEs
with different service type. Once a handoff occurs, the UE
should choose the target NS and BS to keep connected while
moving. Since the target NS and BS selection for handoff
users is not the focus of this work, we propose a simple
method for selecting NS and BS when a handoff occurs. The
handoff UE first chooses an NS that can provide the required
service type, and then associates with the BS covered by the
NS with sufficient wireless bandwidth. Note that an optimal
handoff scheme is discussed in our related work [31].
7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed service provisioning framework. To the best of the
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authors’ knowledge, there is no explicit solution to the
service provisioning to UEs for RAN slicing. Inspired by
3GPP standard [32] and the related work [25], two modified
service provisioning schemes, NS-prior association (NSA)
and BS-prior association (BSA), are used as our benchmark
for performance evaluation of our proposed framework.
Specifically, NSA scheme first finds the NS that satisfies
the QoS requirement of the UE, and then finds the BS
covered by this NS with sufficient bandwidth. BSA scheme
first finds the BS with the maximum SINR for the UE, and
then finds the NS deployed in this BS with satisfied QoS
guarantee. In both NSA and BSA schemes, if such a pair of
NS and BS is found, the UE is admissible and associated
with the NS and BS. The bandwidth allocation policy for
NSA and BSA is to allocate the minimal required bandwidth
to UEs to satisfy the QoS requirement. Hence, NSA and
BSA mechanisms contain both UE admissibility and SABA
schemes, denoted as NSA-UA, BSA-UA and NSA-SABA,
BSA-SABA respectively.
We consider a network which consists of a macro BS
(MBS) located at the central of a circular area with a radius
of 500m and multiple pico BSs (PBS), femto BSs (FBS), NSs
and UEs. The UEs and BSs are randomly distributed in the
considered area. The number of UEs and BSs are seen as
parameters varying in each simulation experiment. Each
NS randomly covers 4 BSs, and provides different trans-
mission rate and delay performance. Thus, the number of
supported NSs in each BS is a random variable determined
by the NS coverage. Each UE generates a type of service
with different rate and delay requirements. The transmit
power of MBS, PBS and FBS is set to 46dBm, 30dBm and
20dBm, respectively. We use L(d) = 34 + 40log(d) and
L(d) = 37 + 30log(d) to model the pass loss for the
MBS/PBSs and FBSs respectively [15]. All the BSs share
20MHz bandwidth.
7.1 Performance of UE Admission Policies
In the first experiment, we compare the number of admis-
sible UEs of the four UE admission policies QoS-based UA,
Num-based UA, NSA-UA and BSA-UA. In this experiment,
we fix the number of NSs and BSs as 20 and 21 (including
one MBS) respectively. Fig.4 shows the number of admis-
sible UEs for the four UE admission policies with different
UE densities. From this figure, we can see that the number
of admissible UEs of QoS-based UA and Num-based UA is
always higher than that of the other two traditional schemes
which do not consider the characteristics of NS. Specifically,
when the number of UEs is 200, the admissible number of
UEs for Num-based UA, QoS-based UA, BSA-UA and NSA-
UA is 173, 142, 118 and 92, respectively. These results show
that the proposed Num-based UA policy can serve 47% and
88% more UEs when compared with NS-Selection and BSA-
UA respectively.
In the second experiment, we evaluate the number of ad-
missible UEs of the four UE admission policies for varying
number of NSs while using fixed number of UEs 200. Fig.5
shows the number of admissible UEs for the four schemes
as a function of number of NSs. From this figure, we can see
that at the beginning (the number of NSs is lower than 25)
the number of admissible UEs of all four policies increases
Fig. 4. Comparisons of the number of admissible UEs with different UE
density. (The number of NSs is 20, and the number of BSs is 21.)
rapidly with the number of NSs. This is because that the
more NSs deployed the more association choices for UEs,
and thus the more UEs can be admitted. However, when the
number of NSs is larger than 25, the number of admissible
UEs of all the four schemes increases slowly or even stays
unchanged due to the limited resources in both core and
access networks. Thus, the results of Fig. 5 keep consistent
with the fact that simply increasing the number of slices
would not necessarily increase the number of QoS-satisfied
users. We also find that the number of admissible UEs of
Num-based UA and QoS-based UA is always significantly
higher than that of NSA-UA and BSA-UA under all NS
density circumstances.
Fig. 5. Comparisons of the number of admissible UEs vs number of NSs.
(The number of UEs 200, and the number of BSs 21.)
We next investigate the relationship between the number
of admissible UEs and the number of BSs with the same
parameters as those in the first experiment, and fix the
number of UEs to 200. Fig.6 shows the number of admissible
UEs for the four schemes as a function of number of BSs.
From this figure, we can see that the number of admis-
sible UEs of Num-based UA, QoS-based UA and NSA-
UA monotonically increases with the number of BSs, while
that of BSA-UA decreases which is due to the decreasing
number of NSs deployed in each BS. Moreover, the number
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Fig. 6. Comparisons of the number of admissible UEs vs number of BSs.
(The number of UEs is 200, and the number of NSs 20.)
of admissible UEs of Num-based UA and QoS-based UA is
always much higher than that of the other two traditional
UE admission policies. These results clearly demonstrate the
performance gain of proposed Num-based UA and QoS-
based UA schemes in terms of the number of admissible
UEs.
Next, we investigate the performance of the proposed
UE admissibility policies with the consideration of queueing
delay. In this experiment, we evaluate the number of ad-
missible UEs of the four UE admission policies for varying
number of NSs and NS respectively. All the parameters stay
the same with those in the second and third experiments
except the introduction of queueing delay. Fig.7 shows the
comparisons of the number of admissible UEs for the four
schemes when queueing delay is introduced. From both
Fig.7 (a) and (b), we can see that the performance gain of our
proposed policies Num-based UA and QoS-based UA still
be valid. Moreover, we find that the number of admissible
users of all four policies could be lower than that in Fig.5
and Fig.6 due the the existence of queueing delay.
In addition, we evaluate the number of admissible UEs
of the four UE admission policies for varying amount of
total wireless bandwidth. All the parameters stay the same
with those in the first experiment while using fixed number
of UEs 200. Fig.8 shows the comparisons of the number of
admissible UEs for the four schemes with different amount
of wireless bandwidth. From this figure, we can see that
the performance gain of our proposed policies Num-based
UA and QoS-based UA increase with the amount of wire-
less bandwidth at the beginning. Moreover, the number
of admissible users of Num-based UA and QoS-based UA
policies increases slowly when the amount of wireless band-
width is larger than 30 MHz due to the limitation of resource
in core network.
Then, we investigate how the resource in core network
can affect the proposed UE admission policies. In this exper-
iment, we explore the number of admissible UEs of the four
UE admission policies for varying amount of bandwidth in
core network. All the parameters stay the same with those in
the first experiment while using fixed number of UEs 200.
Fig.9 shows the comparisons of the number of admissible
UEs for the four policies. From this figure, we can see
(a) number of admissible UEs vs number of NSs
(b) number of admissible UEs vs number of BSs
Fig. 7. Comparisons of the number of admissible UEs.(with queueing
delay.)
Fig. 8. Comparisons of the number of admissible UEs vs amount of
wireless bandwidth.
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that the number of admissible users of all the four policies
increase with the amount of bandwidth in core network.
Moreover, the number of admissible users of Num-based
UA and QoS-based UA policies increases slowly when the
amount of bandwidth is larger than 20 MHz because of the
limited wireless spectrum.
Fig. 9. Comparisons of the number of admissible UEs vs amount of
bandwidth in core network.
7.2 Performance of SABA Schemes
Next, we evaluate the performance of the proposed SABA
schemes. In this experiment, we compare the bandwidth
consumption of the four SABA schemes (Net-SABA, UE-
SABA, NSA-SABA and BSA-SABA) with the same system
settings and parameters as those in the first experiment, i.e.
we fix the number of NSs and BSs as 20 and 21 respec-
tively. We compare the total and average UE bandwidth
consumption, where the total bandwidth consumption is
the sum bandwidth consumption for all admissible UEs,
and the average UE bandwidth consumption is defined as
the total bandwidth consumption divided by the number of
admissible UEs. Fig.10 shows the bandwidth consumption
for the four schemes as a function of the number of UEs.
From Fig. 10 (a), we can see that the total bandwidth
consumption of the traditional scheme BSA-SABA is always
the smallest. This is because that UEs always access the
BS with the maximum SINR value in BSA-SABA policy.
The total bandwidth consumption of Net-SABA and UE-
SABA is higher than that of Net-SABA but significantly
lower than that of NSA-SABA. Moreover, we find that the
difference of total bandwidth consumption between Net-
SABA and BSA-SABA is relatively small (for example, 7%
for 150 UEs), implying that much more UEs (for example,
51% for 150 UEs) can be served with a small compromise on
total bandwidth consumption. Note that from Section 3.1,
we can see that the number of admissible UEs of BSA-SABA
and NSA-SABA is significantly smaller than that of the two
proposed schemes. Therefore, we evaluate the average UE
bandwidth consumption shown in Fig. 10 (b). From this
figure, we can see that the average bandwidth consumption
of Net-SABA is always the lowest, and when the number of
UEs is larger than 200, the bandwidth consumption of UE-
SABA is lower than that of BSA-SABA. For example, when
the number of UEs is 300, the average UE bandwidth con-
sumption for Net-SABA, UE-SABA, BSA-SABA and NSA-
SABA is approximately 7.0 ⇥ 105, 1.0 ⇥ 106, 1.2 ⇥ 106,
and 3.2 ⇥ 106 Hz. These results show that Net-SABA and
UE-SABA can serve more UEs with the lower average UE
bandwidth consumption.
(a) Total bandwidth consumption (b) Average bandwidth consumption
Fig. 10. Relationship between bandwidth consumption and the number
of UEs. (The number of NSs 20, and the number of BSs 21.)
(a) Total bandwidth consumption (b) Average bandwidth consumption
Fig. 11. Relationship between bandwidth consumption and the number
of NSs. (The number of UEs 200, and the number of BSs 21.)
Then, we examine the bandwidth consumption of the
four SABA schemes for varying number of NSs while us-
ing fixed number of UEs 200. Fig.8 shows the bandwidth
consumption for the four schemes with different number of
NSs. From Fig.11 (a), we can see that the total bandwidth
consumption of all four schemes monotonically decreases
with the number of NSs. The more NSs deployed, the better
association choice can be made, and thus the less band-
width consumption. When the number of NSs is greater
than 25, the total bandwidth consumption of Net-SABA
is the lowest. Fig.11 (b) shows the average UE bandwidth
consumption of the four SABA schemes. We can see that
the average UE bandwidth consumption of Net-SABA and
UE-SABA scheme is much lower than that of the other two
traditional schemes.
In the last experiment, we evaluate the running time of
the four SABA schemes with the same system settings and
parameters as the first experiment. Running time directly
reflects the computational complexity for a SABA scheme.
Our numerical computations are implemented with MAT-
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Fig. 12. Comparisons of the running time vs number of UEs. (The
number of NSs 20, and the number of BSs 21.)
LAB codes and carried out on a PC equipped with an Intel-
i5 4 core 3.2GHz processor and 4G RAM. Fig.12 shows the
running time of the four schemes with different number of
UEs. From this figure, we can see that the running time of
Net-SABA is always the highest due to the part of solving
an LP in Net-SABA. Moreover, we find that the proposed
efficient policy UE-SABA achieves similar running time
with that of the traditional scheme NSA-SABA.
8 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have investigated service provisioning for
UEs in RAN slicing. We have proposed a unified frame-
work for user access control and bandwidth allocation
to minimize bandwidth consumption while guaranteeing
QoS of users. Numerical results demonstrate the significant
performance gain of our proposed framework in terms of
the number of admissible UEs and bandwidth consumption
when compared with the traditional mechanisms in typical
scenarios. This work illustrated the importance of service
provisioning for users in RAN slicing, and gave a guidance
of designing the optimal service provisioning framework.
APPENDIX A
SOLUTION TO PROBLEM P3(1)
Focusing on P3(1), we find that the constraints (3-1), (3-2),
(3-6) and (3-7) are unrelated to the optimization variables
ř, ď. Hence, P3(1) is actually an unconditional optimiza-
tion problem which can be easily solved. Given the fixed
Lagrange multipliers  , v and µ, the partial derivative of řn
and ďn are constant, which means that the objective function
L1( ,v,µ, ř, ď) is monotone increasing or decreasing with
respect to řn and ďn. Therefore, the optimal solution is
ř⇤n =
(











  µn  0
D̄, 1
d̄n
  µn > 0
. (21)
APPENDIX B
SOLUTION OF PROBLEM P3(2)
We now study the solution to P3(2). We give Lagrange dual
problem of P3(2) with respect to constraints (3-6) and (3-7)
as follows:
P4 :h( ,v,µ,⌘,✓) , inf
x
L3( ,v,µ,⌘,✓,x)


































and vectors ⌘ and ✓ are Lagrange multipliers containing
the elements ⌘j   0 and ✓j,k   0 respectively. Note
that constraints (3-8) and (3-9) are inactive, since řn and
ďn are not the optimization variables in P3(2). Thus, we
ignore (3-8) and (3-9) in this problem. Here, P3(2) is a










































































As there is no cross-term of x in L3( ,v,µ,⌘,✓,x), we can



















Hence, solving P4 is equivalent to solving the following
subproblem P4(n) for each UE n separately.
P4(n): hn( ,v,µ,⌘,✓) , inf
x
 n( ,v,µ,⌘,✓,x)
s.t. Constraints (3  6) and (3  7).
(27)
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n +Dj)  ⌘jrj,kn   ✓j,kwj,kn
⌘
  ( n + vn)r̄n   µnd̄n. (28)
Since we want to find a binary solution of xj,kn for fixed
Lagrange multipliers  ,v,µ,⌘,✓, solving P4(n) can be
described as: for UE n, we choose an NS j⇤ and BS k⇤ from
the admissible set of NSs and BSs respectively to maximize
the value of ( n   ⌘j⇤)rj
⇤,k⇤







FRAMEWORK OF P2 SOLUTION
Let us streamline the solution to problem P2 shown as
Fig.13. First, with the fixed  ,v,µ,⌘,✓, we can obtain the
optimal solution denoted by x⇤P4 for problem P4 by solving
these sub-problems P4(n) for each UE n. Then, go back to
problem P3(2) (the second sub-problem of P3). We maxi-
mize h( ,v,µ,⌘,✓) over ⌘ and ✓ with fixed  ,v,µ to find
the optimal values ⌘⇤ and ✓⇤. We denote by x⇤P3 the optimal
solution of P4 when ⌘ = ⌘⇤ and ✓ = ✓⇤. As problem
P3(1) (the first sub-problem of P3) is an unconditional
optimization, and it can be directly solved. We denote by
ř⇤P3, ď
⇤
P3 the optimal solution of problem P3(1) with fixed
 ,v,µ. Finally, go back to our original AC problem P2. We
maximize g( ,v,µ) over  ,v,µ to find the optimal values
 ⇤,v⇤,µ⇤. We denote by ř⇤, ď⇤,x⇤ the optimal solution of
P3 when   =  ⇤, v = v⇤ and µ = µ⇤. Therefore, ř⇤, ď⇤,x⇤
is the optimal solution of P2.
P3
Lagrange Dual Decomposition 
easy to solve
ĂĂ 
Lagrange Dual Decomposition 
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Fig. 13. Flow of P2 solution.
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